Abstract. The process of density field reconstruction enhances the statistical power of distance scale measurements using baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO). During this process a fiducial cosmology is assumed in order to convert sky coordinates and redshifts into distances; fiducial bias and redshift-space-distortion parameters are also assumed in this procedure. We analytically assess the impact of incorrect cosmology and bias assumptions on the post-reconstruction power spectra using low-order Lagrangian perturbation theory, deriving general expressions for the incorrectly reconstructed spectra. We find that the BAO peak location appears to shift only by a negligible amount due to wrong assumptions made during reconstruction. However, the shape of the BAO peak and the quadrupole amplitude can be affected by such errors (at the percent-and five-percent-level respectively), which potentially could cause small biases in parameter inference for future surveys; we outline solutions to such complications.
Introduction
The measurement of baryon acoustic oscillations in the clustering of galaxies and the intergalactic medium provides some of our tightest constraints on the cosmological distance scale (for a review of recent measurements see [1] , e.g. Fig. 14, for reviews of the methods see [2, 3] ). With the exception of the intergalactic medium results, all recent measurements have employed a process known as "reconstruction" [4] , which aims to undo some of the loss of signal due to non-linear evolution by estimating the motion of tracers under gravity and reversing it. In order to perform reconstruction, one typically assumes a fiducial cosmology to convert sky positions and redshifts into comoving coordinates; one also assumes a fiducial bias and redshift-space distortion (RSD) parameter to derive the density field from the galaxy distribution. However, the cosmology assumed may not match the true, underlying cosmology, and the fiducial bias and RSD parameters may also not equal their true values. In this paper we use Lagrangian perturbation theory to assess the impact of such errors in the assumed cosmology, biasing and RSD upon the two-point clustering of the reconstructed field.
Reconstruction has been extensively studied in the literature using both N-body simulations and analytic models [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . While the impact of incorrect choices of distance, growth rate and bias has been studied in numerical simulations in particular cases, we are not aware of any analytic treatment. Since the standard algorithm is based upon the Zel'dovich approximation [21] , we choose to similarly use low-order Lagrangian perturbation theory to assess the impact of incorrect assumptions about the cosmological model upon the recovered statistics. While the results will only be approximate, due to our approximate model of structure formation, they allow us to provide general formulae and hence estimate the errors introduced in any scenario.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review Lagrangian perturbation theory and reconstruction and define our notation. Section 3 explains the calculation of the reconstructed power spectra in a simple case where only the assumed distances are incorrect. Section 4 describes the more general calculation where the distances, the growth rate and the bias assumed can all be wrong. In Section 5, we evaluate our calculations and discuss the results. We conclude in Section 6.
Background
This section reviews material which has been extensively discussed in the literature already and is included primarily to set notation and present some results which will be of use later.
We choose to study reconstruction within the framework of Lagrangian perturbation theory (largely following Refs. [22, 23] ). Lagrangian theory describes the evolution of large scale structure as a mapping from the original positions of a fluid element, q, to the final position, x, via a displacement vector, Ψ. Mass conservation then implies that the Fourierspace mass density in Eulerian coordinates can be written
3 q e −ik·q e −ik·Ψ(q) − 1 . (2.1)
As a first step we will neglect bias and redshift-space distortions. The computation of the power spectrum, at lowest order in (resummed) Lagrangian perturbation theory, then follows a standard procedure [22, 23] . Let us quickly review the steps. We compute δ(k 1 )δ ⋆ (k 2 ) and use the cumulant theorem to evaluate the expectation value of an exponential:
is the Lagrangian 2-point function and we have defined
We caution the reader that there are other definitions of Σ 2 in the literature, differing by factors of 2. Expanding 1 the second, non-zero-lag (i.e., q 1 = q 2 ) exponential in Eq. (2.2) to linear order in the ξ ij and dropping a constant term, the Fourier transform is simply the linear power spectrum P L (k). We thus obtain P (k) = e −k 2 Σ 2 /2 P L (k) + · · · . This result reveals the well known fact that features in the power spectrum, such as the baryon acoustic oscillations, are damped by non-linear structure formation 2 [26] . Had we kept higher order terms (the · · · ), they would have included mode coupling terms which give a slight shift to the oscillations in the power spectrum or the location of the peak in the correlation function. These mode coupling terms are small, and they will be further multiplied by small factors of order the fractional errors in cosmology, bias and RSD; we will therefore neglect them in what follows. Continuing to neglect bias and redshift-space distortions, the standard reconstruction algorithm [4] works as follows: we smooth the density field with a filter, S(k), to remove small scale modes and compute the negative Zel'dovich displacement
The typical choice for the filter function, S(k), is a Gaussian. We then displace the original density field tracers by this vector to give the "displaced field"
1 Expanding the non-zero-lag piece of the correlator from the exponential while keeping the zero-lag (Σ 2 ) terms exponentiated is a reasonable approximation on large scales for CDM cosmologies, but can be problematic in general. See discussion in Refs. [16, 24, 25] .
2 In configuration space, the peak in the correlation function is convolved with a Gaussian of width Σ and thus broadened.
We also displace a random set of particles by the same amount to give the "shifted field":
and define the reconstructed density field as δ rec (k) = δ d (k) − δ s (k). It then follows that
The computation of the reconstructed power spectrum P rec , at lowest order in (resummed) Lagrangian perturbation theory, then follows the same steps as above [5, 6, 9-11, 13, 16, 17] . Working to lowest order 3 the negative Zel'dovich displacement becomes s(k) = −S(k)Ψ(k) so the power spectrum of the shifted field is
where Σ 2 ss is as for Eq. (2.3) but with P L multiplied by S 2 . For the displaced field, the combination Ψ + s becomes [1 − S(k)]Ψ(k) so we obtain
where Σ 2 dd is as for Eq. (2.3) but with P L multiplied by
The cross-spectrum is
with Σ 2 ds = (Σ 2 ss + Σ 2 dd )/2. With these preliminaries in hand, we can now include bias and redshift-space distortions. For tracers that are locally biased in Lagrangian space, which we will assume throughout, the integral in Eq. (2.1) is modulated by a functional of the linear density field at the Lagrangian position: F [δ L (q)] [23] . We will need only the lowest moments of this functional, as we will work throughout in the limit of linear bias which is appropriate on large scales. Taking the Fourier transform of F we can write [22, 23] 
Evaluating the exponential with the cumulant theorem and expanding to second order (though we again keep the zero-lag parts exponentiated) we obtain [23] 
where we have defined b = 1 + F ′ . Redshift space distortions can also be added in a simple way in the Lagrangian perturbation theory formalism. In Eq. (2.1) we change Ψ(q) to RΨ(q), where the matrix R is defined via the RSD parameter f as R ij = (δ ij + fẑ iẑj ) if the line-of-sight 4 is theẑ direction. Using
, with µ the cosine of the k-vector to the line of sight, the redshift-space power spectrum then follows directly as:
If we include bias at the same time the prefactor becomes (b + f µ 2 ) 2 while the damping is unchanged.
There are different choices that one can make in implementing reconstruction in the presence of redshift space distortions, and these are discussed in Refs. [16] [17] [18] . We follow the scheme in Ref. [17] . The shift field is computed as
The displaced and shifted densities are generated by R(Ψ + s) and Rs respectively. Propagating these through a reconstruction analysis as discussed previously, we obtain
where
and the damping coefficients Σ are defined as previously. If we now add bias, it does not affect the damping factors, but the non-zero-lag terms differ, resulting in:
with 19) which agrees with the expression in Ref. [17] .
Reconstruction with the wrong distances
We now turn to the main focus of this paper, the impact of incorrect assumptions about the distance scale and dynamics when performing reconstruction. The impact of incorrect reconstruction assumptions has been studied in N-body simulations (e.g. [19] ) but has not been investigated analytically before. The analytic theory turns out to be a relatively simple generalization of results which have already appeared in the literature and can be used to gain more insight into the effects that arise.
In this section, we will begin by discussing the impact on reconstruction of inaccuracies in the distances. We simplify our treatment at first by considering the problem in real space, for the matter fields. In the next section we will generalize our analysis to include biasing and redshift space distortions, discussing reconstruction with incorrect fiducial growth rate and bias parameters.
We assume that the impact of an incorrect choice of cosmology can be parameterized by a remapping the distance between pairs of objects as
where f indicates incorrectly assumed fiducial (or false) distances or other parameters, primes indicate true, physical distances, and we allow separate scalings transverse (α ⊥ ) and parallel (α ) to the line of sight. We assume further that the region being analyzed is small enough that a constant scaling is a good approximation over the relevant volume. What does this imply for our inferred, reconstructed power spectra? We first note that the volume change induced by Eq. (3.1) does not change our overdensities, since the effect on ρ is canceled by the effect onρ. Hence we measure the following "false" density field:
Here x shall always refer to the "observed", false coordinates, i.e., we omit the superscript x f . It will be helpful to recall that since A (and its inverse) are diagonal, (Aa) · b = (Ab) · a for any a, b.
Fourier transforming δ f (x) we obtain:
where k, again omitting the superscript f , is the conjugate wavenumber of the false coordinates. The power spectrum is given by
recalling that the momentum conserving δ-function has units of volume.
We turn now to reconstruction. Substitutingq = Aq and then relabelingq → q gives
The negative Zel'dovich displacement is
If we define
then using
we can write
where the configuration-space expressionS * Ψ ≡S * Ψ is short for a convolution corresponding to the multiplication in Fourier space. We note that in terms of the argument k ′ = Ak of the Fourier transform of Ψ, S corresponds to
where we define
The displaced and shifted fields now become
We back-substituteq = A −1 q, relabelq → q and use k ′ = Ak to obtain 14) noting that k ′ = Ak is the conjugate wavenumber of the true, physical coordinate x ′ = A −1 x. These expressions were all calculated in the observed (unprimed, x or q) coordinate system; however, as an aside, we note that the derivation can also be performed within the physical (primed) coordinate system, related by q ′ = A −1 q. In this case we simply transform s f (q) into the physical (q ′ ) coordinate system via s
; therefore, in the physical coordinate system, the "wrong" shift vector is A −1 s f (Aq ′ ). From Eq. (3.9) we conclude that this equals −S * Ψ(q ′ ); Eqs. (3.13 -3.14) follow.
The reconstructed power spectrum, P f rec = P dd + P ss − 2P ds , requires evaluation of
as well as similar terms for P dd and P ds . Expanding out the square in the exponential gives a zero-lag part (involving products of Ψ evaluated at the same position) and a non-zero-lag piece (involving products evaluated at different positions q 1 , q 2 ). We will evaluate these in turn. The zero-lag part of the P ss term is
where we note that [Mk 1 ] i = k 1,i /α 2 i and we have defined Σ 2 ss,i from the previous line. For the analogous zero-lag terms of P dd and P ds , we obtain
by similar manipulations. We now discuss the non-zero-lag pieces. After expanding the exponential, the non-zerolag part of the P ss term is
Similarly, for the P dd and P ds terms we obtain
Summarizing and noting that
This expression is our final result for the case of reconstruction with incorrect distances.
Incorrect distances, bias and growth rate
We now turn to the full problem: reconstruction with the wrong bias and redshift space distortion parameters, in addition to incorrect fiducial distances. Our starting point here is the density field, again measured with wrong assumptions about the distances, but now including bias and redshift space distortions as in Section 2. Following an argument as in the previous section, we obtain (for k = 0):
with R ij = (δ ij + fẑ iẑj ).
We now discuss reconstruction. In our analysis we consider a case where the growth rate is in fact f , but we incorrectly assume it to bef . We defineR ij = δ ij +fẑ iẑj . Similarly the true bias is b but we incorrectly assume it to beb. The negative Zel'dovich displacement we infer is then
Rewriting this in terms of the rescaled vector k ′ = Ak as before and repeating the arguments following Eq. (3.6), we obtain s f (q) as defined previously (Eq. 3.9), except that now S is instead given by
where µ ′ = µ Ak = k ′ ·ẑ/k ′ and we have defined ν 2 ≡ µ 2
µ 2 = (k ·ẑ) 2 to emphasize the distinction between the two variables. Displacing galaxies and randoms byRs f , we obtain the shifted and displaced fields (assuming k = 0):
Though Eqs. (4.4-4.5) essentially follow as in the previous section, one small subtlety is that the biasing exponent e iλδ(A −1 q) could potentially complicate the displacement operation of Eq. (3.12). However, our alternative derivation in the physical coordinate system proceeds exactly as previously, confirming the above expressions.
We may now proceed to calculating the incorrectly reconstructed power spectrum. As before, we must evaluate three terms (P dd , P ds and P ss ). For illustration we will focus on the the P dd term, which is given by
where we have defined Z ≡ R −RS. We can evaluate the expectation value with the cumulant theorem as before
We will begin by discussing the non-zero-lag terms. Expanding the exponential, we can perform the q and λ integrals for all the terms (while keeping the zero-lag parts exponentiated as previously). For example
and similarly for the other terms. For the non-zero-lag part of P dd , in the end we obtain
To simplify factors such as
where we have made use of the fact that ν 2 ≡ µ 2
Using F ′ = b − 1 we can now evaluate the non-zero-lag part of the P dd term
Performing a similar analysis for the P ss term, the non-zero-lag piece is
For P ds , the relevant piece is
Finally, we consider the the zero-lag piece of all three terms. For this calculation, it will be convenient to define a new function g as follows:
where g(k ′ ) is the factor in square brackets. For the zero-lag piece of the P ss term, we obtain
where the last line defines new damping functions from the two terms in the previous exponent.
Similarly, for P dd we obtain:
15)
The exponent of the P ds term is given by the average of the P ss and P dd term exponents as previously.
Assembling these results gives our most general equation for the reconstructed power spectrum with errors in angle, distance, bias, and RSD. The final expression is:
the damping coefficients Σ are defined in Eqs. (4.14-4.15) above, and we remind the reader that k = A −1 k ′ and ν =k ·ẑ.
Discussion
To gain an understanding of the impact of incorrect BAO reconstruction, we will now evaluate the expressions derived above for different types of wrong assumptions made in reconstruction. In particular, we will evaluate the multipoles of the wrongly-reconstructed power spectrum
where L ℓ is the Legendre polynomial of order ℓ. We will consider the following errors, each in turn: (i) a wrong scaling perpendicular to the line of sight, by α ⊥ = 1.03; (ii) an incorrect scaling along the line of sight, by α = 1.03 (iii) an incorrect bias of b = 1.1 × 2 (the actual bias is taken to be b = 2) (iv) an incorrect RSD parameter of f = 1.3 × 0.55 (where the correct f = 0.55). A 3% error in distances was chosen because it corresponds approximately to the difference between the Planck and WMAP cosmologies evaluated at the redshifts of the BOSS survey. To calculate the matter power spectrum, we will use the fitting formula of [28] , assuming the TT, TE, EE + lowP + lensing + ext cosmology of the 2015 Planck release [29] . We will further assume a Gaussian smoothing function S(k) = e −k 2 Σ 2 sm /4 following [5] , with a default smoothing scale of Σ sm = 14.1 Mpc/h, though we will also discuss the impact of other choices.
We begin by considering the Fourier space spectra obtained by calculating the multipoles of Eq. (4.16). For different types of 'wrong reconstruction', we show the differences between the incorrectly reconstructed monopole and quadrupole power spectra and the correctly reconstructed versions in Fig. 1 .
For errors in f and b, changes of order 1% in the monopole are seen on some scales. Comparing with the default monopole, it can be seen that the incorrect reconstruction spectrum is approximately related to the default reconstruction spectrum by a transfer function that changes the oscillation envelope of the BAO peaks for both monopole and quadrupole, but does not change the peak locations significantly.
A similar conclusion -that the peak positions are not significantly affected by incorrect reconstruction -applies when considering errors in cosmology, i.e. α ⊥ = 1 or α = 1; however, it should be noted that in this case, we should not compare the BAO peak scale with the α = 1 cases, but instead must search for the "extra" shift from incorrect reconstruction by comparing the measured scale with the rescaled correctly reconstructed power spectrum P (k ′ ) 5 .
We now approximately quantify the BAO monopole scale shift in Fourier space; rather than perform a fit for the BAO scale for a certain experimental configuration, we simply use the average of the first peak and trough locations as a rough estimate for the BAO scale (noting that higher peaks give consistent results). For the given errors in α ⊥ , α , b, f we find monopole peak position shifts of order ∼ 3 × 10 −4 or less compared to the rescaled correctly reconstructed spectrum 6 . This difference is negligible for experiments operating in the foreseeable future, and likely smaller than shifts induced by terms we have neglected.
To gain further insight, a configuration space picture is helpful. Appropriately Fourier transforming the power spectra, we obtain the equivalent configuration space correlation functions, which are shown in Fig. 2 . We also show the ratio of the correctly and incorrectly reconstructed correlation functions in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 is particularly illuminating, as it confirms and clarifies our previous discussion. It can be seen from the plots of the correlation function ratios (as well as the correlation functions themselves in Fig. 2 ) that the BAO peak position is only negligibly affected, with the ratio fairly flat close to the BAO peak scale. Quantifying this, we find that the peak position is only affected at the negligible level of less than ∼ 2 × 10 −4 , consistent with our Fourier space calculation. However, we see that incorrect reconstruction affects the peak and broadband shapes at the percent level.
We now turn to the magnitude of the quadrupole. From Fig. 3 (as well as Fig. 1 ), we note that the size and shape of the quadrupole is affected at the ∼ 5% level by even moderate errors in the fiducial cosmology, RSD parameters and biases. Some care must thus be taken when using quadrupole information, especially at small separations r, and incorrect 5 The rescaled correctly reconstructed power spectrum is obtained by simply substituting k, ν by k ′ , µ ′ , and preserving the normalizing prefactor α α 2 ⊥ for simpler comparisons. 6 An explanation for the non-zero (but still negligible) shifts found for α = 1 could be that the smooth functions multiplying the oscillations (such as the damping factors) are modified by incorrect reconstruction in a way that is anisotropic; therefore, the relative contributions of perpendicular and parallel BAO scales to the BAO monopoles and quadrupoles is changed, resulting in a non-zero shift in the peak positions. This -already negligible -effect could be further reduced by fitting different damping scales in the line-of-sight-perpendicular and parallel directions; or perhaps to some extent by fitting a mean damping scale, as is typically done. Figure 1 . Effect of errors in fiducial cosmology, bias and RSD on the reconstructed power spectra. Shown are the differences between the incorrectly reconstructed power spectra and the correctly reconstructed default ones; the monopole difference is plotted in blue, the quadrupole difference in red. For reference, the default reconstructed power spectrum monopole itself is shown, rescaled by a factor 0.03, with a black dotted line. (Note that for all power spectra we have isolated the BAO feature by first subtracting a "no-wiggle" power spectrum without oscillations [28] and then dividing by the linear power spectrum amplitude.) reconstruction assumptions should be considered and investigated as a cause of anomalous quadrupole signals.
We also investigate the impact of using a larger smoothing scale Σ sm = 20 Mpc/h and a smaller scale 10 Mpc/h than that of our default analysis (Σ sm = 14.1 Mpc/h). Our previous results for the BAO peak shift still hold in both cases -the shifts we obtain are at the level of 3 × 10 −4 or less and thus negligible. The detailed form of the correlation function, however, is affected at some level by a different scale choice. In particular, the deviations from unity in the correlation function ratio as shown in Fig. 3 increase somewhat (by a factor 1-2 for the monopole, 2-3 for the quadrupole) when we use the smaller 10 Mpc/h smoothing scale; when using the larger smoothing scale, the departures from unity are reduced by a factor 1-2 for the monopole and ≈2 for the quadrupole. Despite this, our results are qualitatively similar in all cases and our conclusions are thus not strongly dependent on the smoothing scale.
A caveat to our analysis is that we have only expanded the non-zero-lag terms in our To show the differences from the default reconstruction more clearly, we add twice the difference with respect to the default reconstruction to the wrong and rescaled curves. The monopole is shown in blue, the quadrupole in red.
derivation to leading order in perturbation theory. At higher order, mode-coupling terms are known to enter and lead to shifts in the BAO peak position. However, as mentioned previously, assuming that the errors in the assumed cosmology, bias or RSD parameters are fairly small, any modification of the mode-coupling part will arise from a product of these small errors and the small higher order mode-coupling terms; such terms are thus expected to be negligible.
How do our results compare to previous work based on simulations? In [12] , the authors find mean shifts in the BAO scale of order ≤ 10 −3 when assuming 20% errors on bias and RSD parameters, but given the scatter on their results these shifts do not differ from zero with statistical significance. Errors when assuming a significantly wrong cosmology (Ω m = 0.4) are larger, but the authors use a linearized template that, the authors note, is expected to fail for large deviations in cosmology. Ref. [30] Figure 3 . The ratio of the wrongly reconstructed correlation function to the rescaled correctly reconstructed correlation function. As before, blue indicates the monopole, red the quadrupole. The deviation from unity of the quadrupole has been reduced by a factor 5 to fit on the same plot scale (it is also only shown for r > 18Mpc/h, since the zero-crossing of the quadrupole at smaller r makes ratios somewhat unstable). It can be seen that no appreciable change in the BAO peak scale results from wrong reconstruction, though the peak shape and quadrupole amplitude can be changed somewhat.
cosmology which differs by 0.5% in the matter density Ω m . They find a shift of ≈ 9 × 10 −4 for wrong reconstruction. Ref. [31] also investigated BAO reconstruction in presence of errors on the bias parameters, but they focus on the damping and do not report potential shifts. Thus, while our results are generally in agreement with simulated results, in a few cases the simulations give slightly higher values of the spurious shifts in the BAO scale. One possible explanation for this is that the shape of the BAO peak (or oscillation envelope in Fourier space) is modified in our calculation, which could lead to non-negligible shifts when fitting with an unmodified template. Our work suggests that a straightforward solution to this problem would be to use Eq. (4.16) or a fitting function of a similar form as the expectation value for the power spectrum in constructing a likelihood. We note that the information content might be slightly enhanced by such a choice, as the peak shape or oscillation envelope may contain some information about parameters such as α ⊥ . However, it is unclear how much of this information would still be present after marginalizing over all nuisance parameters (such as the damping scale).
As an alternative to modifying the likelihood, one could consider marginalizing the power spectrum measurement not just over an additive broadband component, but also a multiplicative component in Fourier space. Other solutions might include iterating the reconstruction until the cosmology is converged; given that the effects of wrong reconstruction are small, we expect convergence to be rapid (although propagating noise fluctuations through reconstruction could potentially also cause small biases). We defer an exploration of all these ideas to future work.
Conclusions
In this paper we have analytically calculated how wrong assumptions about the fiducial cosmology, bias and RSD parameters impact the reconstructed power spectrum. We have derived a full expression for this power spectrum (Eq. 4.16) and have evaluated it for realistic scenarios.
Assuming large but not unrealistic reconstruction errors (3% on distances, 10% on bias, 30% on RSD) we find that:
• The shifts in the BAO monopole peak position(s) in both Fourier and configuration space appear negligible.
• The shape of the BAO peak or the oscillation envelope in Fourier space can be modified at the percent level. Fitting with a wrong template could potentially lead to small errors in parameter inference; possible solutions include incorporating a wrong-reconstruction template (from Eq. 4.16) in the likelihood, marginalizing over an oscillation envelope shape in a Fourier space analysis, or potentially iterating the reconstruction.
• The quadrupole can be affected at the 5% level by even moderate errors in the assumed cosmology, bias and RSD.
Future research directions include investigating new likelihoods or iterative fitting and examining whether wrong reconstruction impacts BAO constraints on N eff , the effective number of neutrinos [32, 33] .
